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Monday March 18, 2019 
 

1828              Officers responded to Marshall Rd on the report of an intoxicated 

                      subject. They arrived and arrested Michael Craig Now Jr, w/m/33, 
                      for disorderly conduct. 19-10953. 
 
2216              An officer on patrol discovered and accident involving a car striking 

                      a bicyclist. James Kavanaugh, w/m/41 was arrested for OVI. The 
                      bicyclist did not suffer any life threatening injuries but was transported 

                      to the hospital. 19-10983. 
 
2304              Officers responded to Tabor Ave on a traffic crash. They arrived and  

                      and arrested Courtney N. Ellis, w/f/21, for OVI. 19-10985. 
 
0044              Several officers responded to 1350 Devon on an assault. The suspect 
                      had fled the scene. The suspect was later discovered at 3413 Sharon 

                      on the roof. Nicholas M. Haywood, w/m/37, was arrested for assault, 

                      disorderly conduct, and obstruction. 19-10986. 
 
0051              Officers responded to 1216 E. Stroop on a suspicious. They arrived and 

                      arrested Sara Bolin, w/f/27, for disorderly conduct. 19-11002. 
 
0140              An officer stopped a vehicle at 4889 Far Hills and found the driver 

                      was intoxicated. William Marksberry, w/m/23, was arrested for OVI. 

                      A passenger, Allison C. Schuermann, w/f/19, was arrested for 

                      disorderly conduct. 19-11008 
 
 

 

 



 

1200              An officer arrested Bradley J. Martin, w/m/28, at Meijer on active 

                      arrest warrant. 19-11035. 
 

1417              An officer met with Riverside PD and arrested Dacoda M. Sargent, 

                      w/m/22, on an active arrest warrant. 19-11048. 
 

2131              An officer made a traffic stop on Dorothy Ln and arrested Jeremy 

                      S. Dick, w/m/20, on an active arrest warrant. 19-11125 

 
 

Tuesday March 19, 2019 
 

0018              Officers responded to Meijer for a suspicious male possibly high on 

                      narcotics.  They arrived and found Vernon C. Bowling, w/m/45, unable 
                      to care for himself and appeared to be under the influence. He was 

                      arrested for disorderly conduct. 19-11151. 
 
1622              Officers made a traffic stop at 1465 Springhill and arrested the driver, 

                      Hunter A. Martin, w/m/21, on an active warrant. 19-11253. 
 
1923              Officers responded to 3529 Valleywood to assist DPD on a wanted 

                      robbery/kidnapping suspect. Larry Taylor, w/m/42, was taken into  

                      custody without incident. 19-11272. 
 
 

Wednesday March 20, 2019 

 
0105              Officers responded to 1435 Phoenix Pl on a warrant service. They 

                      arrested Candace L. Lay, w/f/38, on a warrant. 19-11315. 
 
0122              Officers responded to 2067 Richfield on a disturbance. They arrived and 

                      eventually arrested Naryan K. Bush, b/m/24, for disorderly conduct,  

                      obstruction and resisting arrest. 19-11316. 
 
1743              Officers responded to 3898 Glaser on a domestic. They arrived and  

                      arrested Courtney K. Ansley, w/f/33, for DV. 19-11408. 
 
1830              Officers responded to Woodman at Bingham on a traffic crash. They 

                      arrived and arrested Justin M. Kegley, w/m/27, for OVI. 19-11415. 
 
 

 

 

 



 

Thursday March 21, 2019 
 

1641              An officer stopped a vehicle on Oakland at Central Park and arrested 

                      Tiffany A. Phillips, w/f/27, on an active warrant. 19-11528 
 
 

Friday March 22, 2019 
 

2234              Officers responded to an accident where a vehicle had fled the  

                      crash location. That vehicle was located and stopped. Lekendrick 

                      J. Moorer, b/m/25, was arrested for OVI. Gabriel I. Johnson, b/m/24, 
                      was also arrested for OVI. Moorer was also issues summons for 

                      possession of Marijuana and drug paraphernalia. 19-11574 
 
0301              Officers responded to McDonalds on Wilmington Pk on a suspicious. 

                      Joseph P. Lundy, w/m/21, was arrested for disorderly conduct. 

                      19-11599 
 
1627              Officers responded to 1236 Devon on a domestic. They arrived and  

                      arrested Zachary R. Lancaster, b/m/29, for DV. 19-11655 
 
1627              Officers made a traffic stop on Wilmington at Willamet when a  
                      passenger fled from the vehicle. Officers stayed with the vehicle 

                      as there were other occupants. Melissa A. Davidson, w/f/31, was  
                      arrested for drug abuse instruments. The passenger who fled was  

                      identified and apprehended later that day. 19-11656. 
 
1713              Officers responded to 505 Carrlands on a domestic violence. They 

                      arrived and arrested Randall D. Thacker, w/m/59, for DV. 19-11657. 
 
1730              Officers responded to 1524 Brownleigh, Apt 7 on a domestic. They 

                      arrived and took a report. The suspect, Joseph T. Falls, b/m/30, was  

                      located in Dayton and arrested for DV. 19-11637. 
 
1953              Officers responded to 1604 Kantner on a suspicious male. They 

                      arrived and arrested Joshua G. Maher, w/m/34, on an active warrant. 

                      This is the subject who fled from the earlier traffic stop. 18-48673 
 
2226              Officers responded to the Buckin Donkey Bar at 2866 S. Dixie on 
                      an intoxicated subject refusing to leave. The arrived and arrested 

                      Samuel C. Simpson, w/m/37, for disorderly conduct. 19-11707. 
 

 

 



 

Saturday March 23, 2019 
 

0152              Officers responded to 2262 Broadmoor on a disturbance. They arrived 

                      and arrested Michael W. Lear, w/m/26, for disorderly conduct. 

                      19-11723. 
 
0246              Officers responded to 1015 W. Dorothy on an intoxicated subject. 

                      They arrived and arrested Andrew J. Wagner, w/m/28, for disorderly 

                      conduct. 19-11729. 
 

1000              Officers responded to an address on a dead body call. Daniel G. 

                      Lunsford, w/m/63, was found to have passed away after having 
                      battled multiple health problems. No signs of foul play. 
 
1700              Officers responded to 2721 on a warrant service. They arrived and  

                      arrested Marci, L. Martin, w/f/36, on an active warrant. 19-11788 
 
1754              Officers made a traffic stop on Woodman Dr and discovered that  

                      a passenger, Christy L. Gardner, w/f/37, had several active probation 

                      warrants. She was arrested. Benito Santiago, w/m/62, and Jesse W. 

                      Cundiff, w/m/24, were both issued summons for possession of  

                      marijuana. 19-11808 
 
 

Sunday March 24, 2019 

 
1200              Officers responded to an accident with injuries at S. Dixie and W. 
                      Dorothy Ln. Unknown who was at fault at this time. Investigation 
                      is on-going. 
 


